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Invisible Nation How The Kurds
In the Spring of 2000, a Pew Fellowship sponsored his first trips to Iraq — that reporting experience eventually built the foundation for his first book, Invisible Nation: How the Kurds' Quest for ...
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but refused to pursue them beyond the invisible line that now separates Kurdish territories from the rest of the country, near which Kirkuk sits. Amid the chaos, the Kurds finally managed to find ...
As ISIS Chaos Grows, Iraqi Kurds Must Not Overplay Their Hand
The Iraqi dictator is correctly established as a demonic figure - those Iraqi Kurds who struggle across ... no need to work in partnership with other nations, and whose closest allies are either ...
We should not be part of this reckless fight
You must use invisible hands to hurt them ... He pledged to "reason, to cajole, to plead," but not to pressure Israel into making peace with Arab nations. Learning from earlier experiences, John Kerry ...
Kerry’s Best Kept Secret On the Middle East
Afary, Janet. The Iranian Consitutional Revolution, 1906-1911: Grassroots Democracy, Social Democracy, and the Origins of Feminism. New York: Columbia University Press, 1996. Ansari, Ali M.
Iraq and Iran
ANKARA, Turkey (AP) — As Turkey's president, Tayyip Recep Erdogan is supposed to be the invisible man in the ... a two-year old peace process with Kurds aimed to end three decades of violent ...
In Turkish Parliamentary Campaign, Erdogan Is Everywhere
And their plight has been particularly invisible in the United States ... simply don’t have the kind of influence required to matter. A minority like the Kurds, geographically concentrated and ...
The Middle East’s Friendless Christians
They are some of the most invisible people on the planet -- an anonymity the United Nations tried to address when it launched ... Syria, for example, denationalised many Kurds in 1962 and Mauritania ...
Invisible millions pay price of statelessness
At once beautiful and brutal, this troubled nation got under my skin ... After being practically invisible in the Taliban era, during which they were often married off young and brutally punished ...
Afghanistan: What’s at Stake?
Dakhil also hopes that Washington will aid the Kurds in evacuating ... through the United Nations, or the central Kurdish government, is slow to appear, or invisible, she says.
Opinion: Iraq minorities plead for help
Risch asked us all to go along with Trump's newfound policy to allow Turkey's autocrat to attack the Kurds, our allies in ... is dangerous for our state, our nation, our democracy and our ...
Letters to the editor: Impeachment, elections, F35s
Netanyahu scattered hints of a serious security challenge hovering above the nation, of the “sacrifice” that it ... Of course, the million-dollar question is whether there really is an invisible ...
How Netanyahu outdid his rivals, again
I am voting for Joe Biden because I believe America is at a tipping point in history, and that he will set a course for our future as a free, law-abiding nation that invites people from all ...
William Cohen: Joe Biden will be a steady, stable and responsible commander in chief -- he has my vote
In the Spring of 2000, a Pew Fellowship sponsored his first trips to Iraq — that reporting experience eventually built the foundation for his first book, Invisible Nation: How the Kurds' Quest ...
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Nine years ago, I spent a month reporting from Afghanistan. At once beautiful and brutal, this troubled nation got under my skin, and I’ve yearned to go back ever since. At the time America was ...
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